
Our Vision

Harness Data Protection as a
lever for economic
development of India through
global integration of practices
and standards conforming to
various legal regimes.

Our Mission

The Mission of DSCI is to create
trustworthiness of Indian
companies as global sourcing
service providers, and to send
out a message worldwide that
India is a secure destination
for outsourcing where privacy
and protection of customer
data are enshrined in the
global best practices followed
by the industry.

Our Objectives

Data Protection
Best Practices
Capacity Building
Enforcement
Independent Oversight
Dispute Resolution
Cyber Crime Speedier Trial
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Roundtable Meeting
with Mr. Scott Charney,
Microsoft
Delhi - November 2009

Cyber Safety Awareness
Program & DSCI Chennai
Chapter Launch
Chennai - December 2009

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S

Data Protection is emerging as a major corporate and government con
cern worldwide. The focus is on secure handling of data so as to ensure
privacy of customer data and that of corporate data. Different countries

have enacted laws to deal with Data Protection and Data Privacy. While the
European Union views privacy of personal information as a fundamental right,
the United States has sector specific laws on privacy of customer data. These
include laws for protecting health information, financial information. Process-
ing of personal information of citizens of these countries by IT and BPO compa-
nies in India and in other countries through outsourcing raises concerns about
regulatory compliance. In view of the multiplicity of privacy legislations world-
wide, the service providers (IT and BPO companies) in India are faced with a
major challenge of demonstrating compliance with laws of countries where
the data originates.

NASSCOM-DSCI
Information Security
Summit 2009
Delhi - November 2009

Launch of India Security Portal
& Release of Data Security
Survey 2009 Results
Delhi - December 2009

f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  v i s i t  w w w . d s c i . i n

DSCI DATA PROTECTION FRAMEWORK
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DSCI leveraged the widespread agreement around data protection and data security principles –Security:
ISO 27001, CobIT, COSO, ISF, NIST; Privacy Principles: OECD, EU, US Safe Harbor, APEC – to create its best
practices framework for data protection. These practices will go a long way in enhancing trust of service
providers by their clients worldwide.

DSCI’s attempt in developing these best practices includes many tactical guidelines to help enhance secu-
rity of an organization. The proposed best practices framework will help an organization achieve not only
regulatory compliance but also enable it ensure data privacy.

Through the implementation of the framework, DSCI will work with the industry to evolve a Certification
Program - both for security and privacy - that will act as a seal of trust for clients. This program will also aim
at creating a Rating System which will show the level of maturity achieved by an organization, over a period
of time. DSCI certification is expected to result in fewer audits by customers thereby reducing costs and
increase efficiencies for clients as well as for IT and BPO companies.

DSCI Activities Update

CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS PROJECT

Physical Security & BCM Seminar

Continuing its awareness campaign across India, DSCI planned a seminar on Physical Security and
Business Continuity Management on September 11, 2009 (9/11) at the World Trade Centre in Mumbai.
The terrorist attacks on the 26/11 and, the pandemic H1N1 virus are among the many externalities
which are threatening the business / governance continuity in India and, the world at large.

The seminar was aimed at deliberating on the issue of active promotion of dialogue between various
stakeholders in the public and private sector domains for improved mitigation, preparation, response
and recovery for business continuity (business continuity in its broadest sense includes, government
functioning and rendering of citizen services by government). An action plan is aimed to be built
through these deliberations to facilitate corporate and governments to play a proactive and collabo-
rative partnerships to ensure business continuity by better physical security.

DSCI also prepared for organizing a seminar on Best Practices in Kolkata under the DIT Project during
the latter half of August 2009 and the first week of September 2009.
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DSCI Chapters Update

With an aim of creating a community of security professionals and expanding its outreach to Northern
India, DSCI Chandigarh E-Security Forum was created on July 27, 2009. This Tier 2 city, being one of the
more modern cities of Punjab, saw active participation from IT companies operating in the region
along with professionals from legal, academia and government bodies. To moderate the day-to-day
activities of the chapter, Anchor and Co-Anchor of the chapter were also decided.

DSCI, in the month of August 2009, also organized the chapter anchors meet in New Delhi along-side
the Best Practices Meet. The objective of the meet was Peer Introduction, Sharing of Experiences and
Harmonization of Special Interest Groups (SIGs).

India Security Portal successfully completed

The development and implementation work of India Security Portal was underway during the month
of July 2009. During the implementation process, 2 phases at different time intervals were released
to DSCI for functionality testing. DSCI with the help of technical consultants tested the portal and
reported all bugs for fixing. The final release is now ready and content aggregation for the portal is in
progress. DSCI expects to release the beta version for the target audience in the coming quarter.

Data Security Survey 2009

Post completion of the data collection phase in June, DSCI with the support of its survey partner
initiated data analysis phase. DSCI’s security practices team worked closely with the partner consult-
ants to analyse important observations that emerged out from 150 interviews conducted during the
initial stages of the survey. The final results of the Data Security Survey 2009 are now ready and will be
released in the third quarter of 2009-10.

BEST PRACTICES FRAMEWORK

Data Security Council of India (DSCI) has developed its Best Practices Framework for Data Protection
making use of its Content Aggregation Program (CAP). Security Surveys and Collaboration with
knowledge sources & information security experts also proved vital while drafting the framework. As
part of CAP, DSCI mapped several compliance
regulations, into appropriate security controls
that should be deployed for complying with
these requirements. The compliance
requirements were mapped with ISO 27001
international standard for security practices, and
OECD Privacy Principles for privacy
requirements, among other international
standards. Mapping with these standards helped
standardize the controls, and led to the creation
of DSCI Security Framework (DSF©) and DSCI
Privacy Framework (DPF©).
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DSCI announced the Best Practices for Data Protection in
a launch event held on August 27, 2009 in New Delhi.
Companies from industry verticals like Banking &
Financial Services, Manufacturing, E-Governance, IT &
ITES, Telecom, PSUs, E-Commerce etc. participated in the
event and the day saw participation from over 250
participants. Security professionals were introduced to
the DSCI Framework and Methodology for Data Security
& Privacy.

INDIA CYBER LABS

The four Cyber Labs in cities including Mumbai, Pune, Thane and Bangalore continued their drive of
building capacity amongst police officers, public prosecutors, officers from defence forces, banking
officials, students from school & college. During the second quarter of 2009-10, the Cyber Labs con-
ducted training and awareness sessions for around 450 personnel.

DSCI-NASSCOM has also submitted a proposal to DIT, requesting for funding, that is required to
establish three new Cyber Labs under the public-private partnership model.

ENHANCED VISIBILITY OF DSCI AS A SELF-REGULATORY ORGANISATION (SRO)

Since its inception, DSCI has been engaged numerous activities with stakeholders in India as well as
abroad. Activities such as awareness events, best practices formulation, data security surveys, policy
papers, speaker sessions have proven to be an effective way of not only creating DSCI’s visibility but
enhancing it from time-to-time. During the period July to September 2009, DSCI was engaged in:

NATIONAL EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES

Workshop on Data Protection Imperatives in Banking Sector organised jointly with IDRBT in
Hyderabad

Session on Cyber Crimes and IT (Amendment) Act 2008 in an event organised jointly by Delhi
Police-ICICI Bank in New Delhi

Presentation on DSCI and Data Protection made in Andhra Pradesh Police event held in Hyderabad

Indo-US Conference on Cyber Security, Cyber Crimes & Cyber Forensics oragnised by Amrita Uni-
versity in Kochi

FICCI Workshop on Internet Governance & Inclusive Growth held in New Delhi

Submission of Encryption Policy recommendations to Department of Information Technology,
Ministry of Communications and IT
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Roundtable Meeting on Data Loss Prevention oragnised in partnership with RSA in New Delhi

Session on Vendor Opportunities in Security at TiE Seminar held in New Delhi

Presentation on Cyber Security during the Banking Technology Conclave held at Mumbai

Presentation on e- Security & Cyber Crime Initiatives of IT Dept & Govt. of West Bengal held in
Kolkata

PROJECT RISE: INDIA PREPARATORY MEETING

Rising Pan-European and International Aware-
ness of Biometrics and Security Ethics (RISE) – a
36 month coordinating project by the European
Union with the aim of promoting Pan-European
International Awareness on ethical aspects of
Biometric and Technologies.

Data Security Council of India organized the In-
dia Preparatory Meeting in New Delhi on Sep-
tember 24-25, 2009 that provided an opportunity
for RISE partners, selected Asian stakeholders,
EU and US agencies to contribute to the devel-
opment of the China conference agenda. The
meeting was around a theme of identifying and
defining the differences between nations that
drive assumptions upon which security and bio-
metric policies are based and the discussions
were focused on:

Differences and commonalities between
ASEM States and the EU & the US as per ethics
and privacy of biometrics and security tech-
nologies

Privacy and Data Protection standards for
India’s IT and ITeS – BPO industry according to
DSCI

The two days event was attended by nearly 200
participants from leading companies from IT, ITES,
Biometrics sectors. Many banks, financial services
companies, senior officers from several govern-
ment departments also participated amongst
others.
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OTHER INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

Presentation on Biometrics Security made during Project HIDE event held in Singapore

Hunton & Williams’ Global Technology report on IT Act Amendments reffered to DSCI Consultation
Paper on IT (Amendments) Act, 2008

Preparatory work initiated for the upcoming Privacy Commissioners Conference to be held at
Madrid, Spain during the month of November 2009

DSCI MEMBERSHIP

DSCI continued its membership drive during the second quarter of 2009-10, offering services like
access to Security White Papers, Survey Reports, Survey Questionnaires for Self-Checks etc. that it
generates from time-to-time to all member companies.

Within a span of 3 months, DSCI successfully enrolled 225 small, medium and large size companies
from the IT, ITES/BPO, Manufacturing and Banking sectors.

Companies who are interested in subscribing to the membership and knowing more about the ser-
vices on offer, may contact Data Security Council of India at info@dsci.in. Please use “MEMBERSHIP
ENQUIRY” in the subject line of your email.


